LONDON ACCESSORIES BRAND KNOMO LAUNCHES DEBUT LUGGAGE COLLECTION

Monday 4th February. Knomo create bags that work for a Life Less Ordinary, today they are happy to announce their brand-new luggage range.

The collection includes the Park Lane Carry-On and the Park Lane Check-In, designed to be taken on board and stored within the hold, respectively.

While luggage is a new category for Knomo, each bag features the brand’s signature organisational pockets, shock-resistant laptop section and unique Knomo ID code stitched inside – as well as a variety of unique features to each bag:

**PARK LANE CARRY-ON - $349.00 - AVAILABLE NOW**
- Soft structure design to accommodate 1-night to 1-week trips without feeling empty or bulky
- 24 liter space inside with additional compression straps
- Full size zipped mesh section
- Bespoke aluminium Knomo trolley handle with leather inlay
- Four multi-axis spinners with easy-roll wheels
- Made from premium quality nylon with full-grain leather details
- Oversized hardware
- RFID-blocking pocket for protecting contactless cards and passport
- Shock-resistant laptop section for 15” devices

**PARK LANE CHECK-IN - $449.00 - AVAILABLE SUMMER**
- Designed for trips longer than 1-week
- 35 liter space inside with additional compression straps
- Full size zipped mesh section
- Bespoke aluminium Knomo trolley handle with leather inlay
- Four multi-axis spinners with easy-roll wheels
- Made from premium quality nylon with full-grain leather details
- Oversized hardware
- RFID-blocking pocket for protecting contactless cards and passport
- Shock-resistant laptop section for 17” devices

About Knomo
Knomo create bags that work for a Life Less Ordinary. Founded in 2004 with one mission: to help people live and work wherever they want. Knomo create accessories for women and men – from backpacks to briefcases, luggage to organisers. Find Knomo online at www.knomo.com, their two Central London stores and over 1000 retailers worldwide. For more information, please email pressoffice@knomo.com